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THE BISHOP’S ISLES
These are the Islands of Sandray (Sanndraigh), 
Lingay (Lingeigh), Pabbay (Pabaigh), Mingulay 
(Miùghlaigh) and Berneray (Bearnaraigh).

Maps: Ordnance Survey Maps 1:50,000: Landranger 
31; 1:25,000: Explorer 452 

Lying towards the southern end of the Outer 
Hebrides island chain, this collection of beautiful 
and remote islands is also known as The Barra Isles.

Barra is connected to its close southern neighbour 
Vatersay by a causeway, and these two southernmost  
inhabited islands have a population of over 1,000. 
To the south lie a series of uninhabited islands, the 
first of which is Sandray. There follows a longer 
stretch of sea leading to Pabbay (the Priest Island), 
then the notorious Sound of Mingulay followed by 
the island of Mingulay. South of Mingulay lies the 
most southern island in the Outer Hebridean chain, 
Berneray, which is locally known as Barra Head, 
there being several other islands called Berneray 
in the Hebrides. All these islands offer excellent 
sea-cliffs of immaculate, weathered Lewisian Gneiss. 
All are described in this book except Lingeigh, which 
is found online; see cover for details.

The birds are incredibly tolerant of humans compared 
with those on the mainland. Even so, the majority of 
routes have been climbed on those crags which are free 
of nesting birds or on areas of cliff where the routes do 
not directly disturb any nesting sites.

The larger colonies of gull, Fulmar and Kittiwake 
are usually shared by Razorbill and Guillemot. These 
colonies are obvious by their acres of guano and are 
best avoided (they are in any case highly unpleasant 
places to climb, even after the nesting period!).

Puffin, razorbill and guillemot sometimes nest as indi-
vidual pairs, scattered over the more broken areas of 
cliff which offer little interest for climbing, but they also 
nest in small groups on horizontal ledges on steep and 
otherwise impressive climbing venues. Here again they 
are obvious, and climbing directly through a nesting 
ledge should be avoided during the nesting period, 
although climbing to the side seems to cause no disturb-
ance. In fact the birds will be very inquisitive and will 
rarely fly off as long as you remain relatively quiet and 
don’t surprise them.

In some areas a single pair of guillemot or razorbill will 
nest on a small ledge. These birds lay eggs directly onto 
bare ledges, incubating them by placing the eggs on top 
of their feet. When startled by an approaching climber 
the eggs can be dislodged and lost forever in the sea. 
It is best to make an effort to search for these birds on 
the line of your chosen route whilst abseiling in, and to 
not continue if they are found. If, after doing everything 
possible, you do encounter them en-route, do your best 
to limit disturbance in these situations. Sections of the 
Giant’s Pipes cliff on Berneray are a good example of 
where care should be taken.

Corncrake is probably the rarest species encountered 
and it is best to avoid the taller foliage of lazy beds as 
much as possible to reduce any disturbance. You will 
know if they are in residence, as their distinctive croak 
will keep you awake all night and camping well away 
from these areas also ensures you get undisturbed sleep! 
The sound of snipe ‘drumming’ cannot be avoided and 
will keep light sleepers awake no matter where you 
camp.

Many archaeological artefacts litter these islands. On 
Pabbay, neolithic chambered tombs have been identi-
fied, and a 6th-century Pictish symbol stone; a similar 

stone has been found on Berneray. Iron Age evidence 
has been excavated from a midden beside the village 
on Mingulay along with coins and bronze pins, from 
the Early Christian or Pictish period. The islands were 
stocked with sheep in 1911 and the following summer 
the last inhabitants departed. The Barra Isles Sheep-
stock Company owned the island and sheep remained 
until 1999. In April 2000 Mingulay, Pabbay, and Bern-
eray were sold to the National Trust for Scotland who 
removed all but a handful of the, now feral, sheep.

The abandoned cottages that make up the village in 
Mingulay, like the other island village areas, are Sched-
uled Monuments. While they have become filled with 
sand in relatively recent times, it is important not to 
disturb any ruins, and not to use them as shelters or 
latrines as they are important to the local people of 
Barra as a memorial to those who lived on the island 
many years ago. The islands and buildings are still 
visited regularly by descendants to remember their 
forbears, so please don’t disturb them in any way, and 
treat all these ancient sites with respect;. Apart from 
visits for day trips, climbers have become the ‘inhabit-
ants’, albeit transitory, of these island.

Camping and Health Issues: The National Trust for 
Scotland (NTS) now own and manage the islands of 
Pabbay, Mingulay and Berneray. The following advice is 
issued as a guide from the NTS and the Mountaineering 
Scotland.

Ensure your visit has as little impact on the islands 
as possible. Follow advice about wild camping and 
sanitation in the outdoors so as not to pollute the 
available water supplies. Take ALL your rubbish back 
off the island with you; don’t be tempted to burn it.

Camping: On Mingulay the preferred climbers’ camp-
site is on the flat ground beside the old school house 
(the small habitable cottage to the south of the bay) 
and not near the remains of the old village. On Pabbay 
the preferred area is to the south of the stream in the 
village bay. Open fires should ONLY be lit on the beach.

Obviously there are no toilets on the islands. If you 
are a small group, then using common sense and advice 
given by Mountaineering Scotland and Scottish Natural 
Heritage will suffice. Large groups of eight or more need 
to think seriously about digging latrines. The main issue 

Natural History: Mingulay and Pabbay were desig-
nated Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) in 1983 
and further designated under the EU Habitats Directive 
as a Special Protection Area in 1994, mainly due to the 
presence of large numbers of breeding sea birds. If you 
are interested in birds, you will be pleased to hear that 
Pabbay, Mingulay and Berneray all support large colonies 
of puffin, razorbill, fulmar, kittiwake, shag, guillemot 
(including black guillemot), storm petrel, shearwater, 
four species of gull and many others. Climbers should 
take care not to disturb these colonies, although the 
climbing is likely to be particularly guano-covered and 
so not attractive. Breeding commences in March for 
some species, but the majority start nesting in May, and 
are usually present until mid-July.

Twitchers will also be interested in the fact that Pabbay 
and Mingulay also have large populations of ground 

nesting birds. There are great skuas (bonxies) nesting 
on the summit grass of the hills, and the rare corncrake 
in the reeds of lazy beds.  Numerous snipe, rock pipit, 
skylark, starling and wren can be found nestingg in the 
ruins of the cottages, and eider duck often nest inland 
on the promontories. Buzzard and eagle (including sea 
eagle) can also be seen hunting on most of the islands.

The islands are also home to large numbers of 
common seal, which should not be disturbed. Seal pups 
will be found apparently abandoned; they are not aban-
doned and must be left alone.
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Despite all of the above possible options for getting 
help, none can be completely relied upon. The weather 
can be extreme and groups have been known to be 
stranded with little food, so come prepared and be 
self-sufficient.

Climbing Ethics: From its earliest development in 1993 
most ascents have been on-sight, an approach adhered 
to by most activists. While a few pegs have been placed, 
in-situ gear is uncommon, probably a wise policy given 
the hostile and corrosive nature of the environment. 
There is generally ample natural protection on most 
routes and if a line is too unprotected for you, then it is 
best left for bolder future climbers to on-sight.

Access to the climbs: Descent to most of the cliff 
bases has involved abseiling, as they are inaccessible 
without calm seas and a boat. A 150m static rope is long 
enough for most of the larger cliffs on Mingulay, but 
descent to Creag na Beastie on Berneray requires a rope 
of over 250m. Rope protectors are essential as the rock 
is incredibly rough. Stakes are generally unnecessary as 
there are usually ample natural belays. Where descent 
is possible by foot (or scrambling, sea-level traversing) 
then this is the described method.

Access: Barra is served by a regular ferry service from 
Oban, and by flights. To get to the islands south of Barra 
requires either a private yacht or a boat charter from 
Barra (although a few hardy folk have paddled out and 
climbed). The best months for access to these islands 
are likely to be May to September. Outside this period 
the seas are generally too rough to make the necessary 
landings. In 2017 the main charter boat available was 
the Boy James, skippered by Francis Gillies. Francis 
transports groups of tourists, twitchers and climbers out 
to the islands during the summer months, from April 
until he finishes for the season at the end of September. 
The boat is capable of carrying 12 people plus gear, 
and runs out of Castlebay. Contact Francis directly 
(tel: 01871 810679 or 07970 554147; or email 
mingulayboattrips@outlook.com).

here is where to place them and how best to operate 
them. Good advice on this is contained in ‘The Exped-
ition Handbook’ by the Expedition Advisory Service, 
and NTS suggest the best area to bury human waste is 
in the inter-tidal zone on the beach.

Fresh water burns exist on Sandray, Pabbay and 
Mingulay and can usually be relied upon throughout 
the summer, except during droughts. They have proven 
to be drinkable without chemical treatment (but after 
boiling) so far and every effort should be made to keep 
them clean. There are two old wells on Berneray, neither 
of which are clean and they can dry to stagnant pools 
in summer. Take enough water to last your trip. There 
is little or no running water on Lingeigh, unless it has 
been very wet.

The island of Pabbay used to be infested with various 
species of tick. In places, particularly around the flat 
grassy area near the beach, they were a real nuisance, but 
this seems to have abated in recent years. Although there 
is no evidence that the island’s ticks carry Lyme disease, 
care should be taken between May and September.

All the islands suffer to some extent with midges, 
although Berneray seems the worst; hope for a slight 
breeze.

The islands are prone to fairly constant winds and this, 
in sunny weather with reflection off the sea, can quickly 
lead to sunburn, not something normally associated 
with Scotland. If you are fair skinned, take precautions.

Emergencies: Because of the remoteness relative to 
rescue, come prepared with an expedition-scale first aid 
kit in case the worst should happen, as mobile phone 
reception is poor to non-existent. There is an Orange 
mast in the north-west of Barra and this can sometimes 
allow reception from Mingulay and Pabbay, although 
freak O2 reception has been found on occasion from 
Sandray. The remote situation should not be underesti-
mated, and climbers could consider some other means 
of communication such as marine band VHF or satellite 
phone. As a minimum it is worth taking some flares for 
serious situations (there is a lifeboat based in Castlebay).

Camping on Mingulay
(photo Rob Greenwood)

The Priest (E1) The Great Arch, Pabbay
Mike Hammell & Martin Kocsis (photo George Gilmore)

Razorbill & Puffin
(photo Cynthia Grindley)
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THE RUNE STONES CLIFFSANDRAY

 The Rune Stones Cliff 
(NL 629 921)   Partially Tidal   SW facing   
Diagrams p272, p273, p274 & p275
This is a series of three distinct walls separated by 
steeper right-angled walls between them, forming 
corners and aretes. Huge rounded boulders litter the 
base of the cliff below the main central area, inspiring 
the name. A rock ramp lies below the most northerly 
section, named Lifeline Wall, whilst the middle wall has 
been named Stone Wall. The southern wall, Shark Skin 
Wall, is wave-washed at all tides.

Descent: Gain Lifeline Wall and Stone Wall from the 
north, down a ramp with a boulder at its base. Climbs 
above the ramp are accessible at all tides. Beyond this 
access is possible from mid-tide by boulder hopping 
across to Stone Wall. Shark Skin Wall is gained from the 
south down a deep gully.

 Lifeline Wall 

Lifeline Wall is undercut by a roof along its entire 
length above the ramp. The wall increases in height 
and turns a slight angle where the ramp steepens 
to drop into a permanent rock pool at the base, 
surrounded by boulders.

The first substantial piece of rock is an orange- 
coloured wall, just right of this boulder. To its right is 
a bulging buttress. Right again it is undercut by a roof, 
which increases in size, a horizontal flake-crack being 
very prominent. Right of this is a big but broken right 
to left fault, followed by two further smaller faults. The 
wall then turns a slight angle and the ramp drops into 

SANDRAY (SANNDRAIGH)
This small, uninhabited island lies some 8km to the 
south of Barra. There are several beautiful beaches on 
the island. The biggest beaches lie on the east side, 
one to the north and one to the south connected by 
extensive sand dunes. The islands are still owned by 
the Barra Islands Sheepstock Company, and sheep 
are grazed here through the year.

There are no huge crags on this island but it does 
offer particularly immaculate rock. The climbs are 
concentrated on the west coast towards the south-
west tip with a few smaller ones on the south coast. 
The cliffs are described starting in the north and 
running in order down the west coast and then along 
the south coast.

Camping: The best campsite for visiting climbers 
lies in the bay in the north-west corner, beside the 
remains of the old village of Sheader, with a large 
area of flat machair and reliable fresh water in a 
small stream on the hillside to the east. However, 
there is also a good water supply from the beautiful 
Lochan nan Cuilce beside The Galleries and better 
fresh running water can be had on the south coast 
from the small stream of Gleann Mòr beside the 
deep water solo crag.

5 Birth Stone   15m   E1 5a **
K.Howett, T.Rankin, 17 May 2000
Climbs direct up the steep bulging buttress right of the 
orange wall. Strenuous.

6  Horizontal Pleasures   15m   VS 5a *
T.Carruthers, M.Howard, 13 Sep 2001
A corner and bulge above. A hard start through the 
roof.

7  The Complete Angler   15m   VS 5a
T.Carruthers, S.Tyson, 26 May 2002
The right arete of Horizontal Pleasures, starting up that 
route.
Variation: Direct Start   E3 6a/b
K.Howett 27 May 2002
Climb direct through the roof and a slot to gain the 
arete. A high boulder problem, serious without a mat.

8  Horizontal Horizons   15m   E2 5c **
T.Rankin, K.Howett, 17 May 2000
Climb the obvious horizontal flake rightwards under 
the roof onto a ledge in the lip. Pull steeply into a 
standing position and jugs then head up the steep wall 
above. Strenuous.

the rock pool. The most prominent feature on the wall 
above the pool is a stepped fault cutting left to right. 
Below this, just above the pool, is a sentry box recess 
capped by a roof. The routes are described left to right 
as approached down the ramp.

1  First Born First   10m   S 4a
R.K.Howett, 3 Jun 2007
Right of the boulder, the orange wall is bounded on its 
left by a vertical corner-fault, leading onto the descent 
ramp. Climb the wall on jugs leading right into the 
corner.

2  Eden Valley Sub Aqua Club   15m   VS 4c
T.Carruthers, S.Tyson, 26 May 2002
The crispy, orange-coloured wall starting up a tiny left 
diagonal crack is finished direct.

3  Agent Orange   15m   VS 4c **
T.Carruthers, M.Howard, 13 Sep 2001
The obvious crack through the orange wall.

4  Super Soaker  15m  VS 5a *
R.K.Howett, K.Howett, 31 May 2015
Start up Birth Stone to the ledge. Follow the diagonal 
line leftwards into the top of Agent Orange.

 RUBHA SHEADAIR 
The headland to the west of Sheader shelters the camp-
site from any westerly winds, and forms the extreme 
north-west tip of the island. On the west side of its 
highest point are a series of easily accessible walls.
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 1. The Rune Stones Cliff p270
 2. The Goldfish Bowl p276
 3. The Galleries p277
 4. Creag Mhòr p285
 5. Creag Beag p290
 6. Canal Walk p297
 7. Hidden Geo p299
 8. Block Wall p300
 9. Creag Bubh p301
 10. Black Slab p301

 11. Ginger Geo p301
 12. Muldoanich Wall p301
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View of Skye from Sandray 
(photo Ron Kenyon)
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12  Crystal Balls   15m   VS 4b
K.Howett, 18 May 2000
Climb the smaller diagonal fault to the right, starting 
through the roof where the bigger fault of Border Reiver 
starts.

13 Van Gogh’s Lug   15m   E1 5b *
T.Stevenson, J.Beveridge, 26 May 2002
Climbs the slight rib defining the lower half of the big 
fault. Climb Crystal Balls to gain the rib on the right, go 
up this to where it blanks out. Make harder moves up 
the wall above, leftwards, to better holds.

14  Short Palm Line   15m   HS 4b **
K.Howett, 18 May 2000
Climb the next diagonal fault to the right. Pull through 
the lower roof into a short leftwards-slanting corner. 
Pull out right into the fault and follow it left to easy 
ground.

9  Forging the Future   15m   HVS 5b *
T.Rankin, 17 May 2000
Start 2m right of Horizontal Horizons, make hard moves 
through the roof to the ledge and gain an obvious spike 
jug. Climb direct to join the end of the big fault of 
Border Reiver and finish up this.

10  Mystic Smeg   15m   HVS 5a *
T.Stevenson, J.Beveridge, 26 May 2002
Start between Forging the Future and the base of the 
big diagonal fault at an obvious break in the roof. Go 
through the roof on jugs and the easy wall to gain the 
fault at mid-height. Pull out steeply right to an obvious 
big flake and go up the wall to the top.

11  Border Reiver   20m   VD 
T.Carruthers, M.Howard, 2001
The big right to left diagonal fault is easy after a steep 
start.

shallow corners cuts across the face from above here, left 
to right, finishing above the centre of the cliff (Lifeline).

17  A Pulse is Good   20m   VS 4c **
K.Howett, 27 May 2002
Just right of Big Apple Crumble, as the ledges dip, the 
undercut wall sticks out in a slight prow with obvious 
holds. Pull through the roof via these holds to gain the 
left end of a little black overlap. Go up into a shallow 
broken groove to gain the left-diagonal brown groove. 
Follow this more easily to the top.

18  Playing the Cards   20m   VS 4c **
T.Rankin, 18 May 2000
Start at the lowest point of the roof. Pull easily onto 
the wall and climb direct over the short black overlap 
and the smooth wall above to gain ledges shared with 
Big Apple Crumble and Lost in Paradise. Step right and 
follow a left-slanting crack to the top (right of Big Apple 
Crumble’s crack).

15  Wankle   15m   E1 5b
K.Howett, S.Paterson 23 Apr 2017
Squeezed in up the blank looking wall just before Big 
Apple Crumble. Start below an obvious juggy flake at 
5m. Gain the jugs. Pull onto the blank wall above and 
reach over the bulge to gain a black diorite band. Go 
up a thin crack in the orange wall above to easy ledges.

16  Big Apple Crumble   15m   HVS 5b *
T.Carruthers, M.Howard, 13 Sep 2001
Start where a jammed block lies deep in the back under 
the roof. Go through the roof via obvious holds in a 
hanging V-groove to gain a shallow left-facing groove. Go 
up this to the base of a left-diagonal brown groove and 
step right to a ledge. Follow the leftmost cracks in the 
headwall right of the brown groove (A Pulse is Good).

The main section of the wall now starts as the ramp 
descends into the rock pool and the lower roof is at its 
lowest point. A stepped series of ledges and left-facing 

 1. First Born First S 4a
 2. Sub Aqua Club HVS 5a *
 3. Agent Orange VS 4c **

 4. Super Soaker VS 5a *
 5. Birth Stone E1 5a **
 6. Horizontal Pleasures VS 5a *

 7. The Complete Angler VS 5a
 7a. Direct E3 6a/b

RUBHA SHEADAIR - Lifeline Wall, Left-hand, left
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22  Fertile and Free   25m   VS 5a *
T.Rankin, 18 May 2000
Start just right of the previous route, halfway down the 
steeper section of the ramp. Use an obvious flake to 
pull through the lower roof. Step right and climb the 
wall near the blunt arete onto a small ledge. Follow the 
shallow right-facing groove above to easy rock. Exit up 
the left-leaning corner.

23  Lewd and Rude   25m   HVS 5a *
T.Rankin, K.Howett, 18 May 2000
From a stance in the sentry box in the middle of the wall 
above the pool, pull out left and follow a left diagonal 
crack to the left side of the capping roof. Pull round 
this and follow easy ground to the easy stepped ledge 
system. Step left onto the wall, left of the finishing 
corner of Fertile and Free, and climb the wall to finish in 
a small diagonal crack.

24  Raging Libido   25m   E2 5c *
T.Rankin, K.Howett, 18 May 2000
Climb the awkward slot exiting out of the roof above the 
sentry box onto a big ledge. Make hard moves up left 
to undercling the roof and climb the crack above. Finish 
up and right across the wall.

19  Lifeline   30m   S 4a **
K.Howett, 18 May 2000
An atmospheric wander taking a diagonal line right-
wards across the entire face starting at the same place as 
Playing the Cards. Step onto the wall and traverse right 
then up into the line of the stepped ledges and grooves.

20  Lost in Paradise   20m   VS *
K.Howett, R.K.Howett, N.A.Howett, D.Robinson, 06 Jun 2007
An eliminate but giving good climbing.
1. 15m 4c  Start 1m right of Lifeline and pull directly 
onto the wall and ledge. Climb directly up a steeper wall 
above and then direct up the brown wall on good holds 
to gain a big ledge beside a short right-facing corner 
near the top.
2. 5m 4b  Take the vertical crack above to a bold mantle 
top-out.

21  Rune the Day   25m   VS 4c *
K.Howett, 18 May 2000
Start just down and right of the lowest part of the roof. 
Climb through the roof and up onto the stepped ledge 
system of Lifeline. Climb direct up the centre of the wall 
above to finish in a short thin crack in the middle.

leaning against the wall. Step left to a crack near the 
arete. Climb this and a shallow groove, then the stepped 
arete itself to the top.

29  Rolling Stones   25m   S 4a **
T.Rankin, 18 May 2000
Climbs the left side of the face. Step off the boulder as 
for the last route and climb a left diagonal crack up the 
wall on the right to a right diagonal crack that leads into 
a slot to finish.

30  Elgin’s Envy   25m   VS 4c *
K.Howett, 27 May 2002
Climbs the next diagonal line comprising a set of twin 
cracks. Follow the cracks, but just before they enter the 
finishing slot of Rolling Stones, pull out right onto the 
wall and climb this direct into another recess at the top 
of the biggest diagonal crack.

31  Rune-stone Cowboys   25m   VS 4c **
K.Howett, T.Rankin, 18 May 2000
Takes a line up the centre of the wall. Pull up from a 
boulder in the centre of the wall and follow a crack 
rightwards, bisecting the main crack of Lew’s Offwidth. 
Gain a thinner crack in the wall above which leads to 
thinner moves to gain good holds near the top.
Variation: 31a  Direct   VS 4c *
R.K.Howett, K.Howett 23 Apr 2017
Climb the wall right of Lew’s Offwidth to gain the top 
of the diagonal crack, more sustained than the original.

25  The Future is Now   25m   HVS 5a ***
K.Howett, 18 May 2000
Start just right of the sentry box on ledges. Pull into the 
overhanging V-groove and follow it (sustained) with thin 
moves out the top onto the wall. Direct up the wall to 
the top.

26  Choose Your Destiny   25m   VS 4c **
T.Rankin, 18 May 2000
Climbs a distinctive right to left diagonal crack between 
the sentry box and the right bounding corner of Lifeline 
Wall. Start from ledges below the corner.

27  Jaw Bone   25m   VS 4c *
R.Mackenzie, P.Calton 23 Apr 2017
Climbs the corner bounding the right side of the wall 
with some funky gibbon moves.

 Stone Wall 
The central wall. This is only accessible at mid-tide as 
the sea fills the rock pool below the base of Lifeline 
Wall very quickly. Big boulders again litter the base. The 
wall is distinguished by a series of prominent right to 
left diagonal cracks, one central crack being bigger than 
the others.

28  Pleasurable Orbs   25m   S 4a **
K.Howett, 27 May 2002
Climbs the left arete of the wall. Step off a boulder 

 16. Big Apple Crumble HVS 5b *
 17. A Pulse is Good VS 4c **
 18. Playing the Cards VS 4c **
 19. Lifeline S 4a **
 20. Lost in Paradise VS 4c, 4b *
 21. Rune the Day VS 4c *

 22. Fertile and Free VS 5a *
 25. The Future is Now HVS 5a ***
 26. Choose Your Destiny VS 4c **
 27. Jaw Bone VS 4c *
 34. No Food for Thought HVS 5a *

RUBHA SHEADAIR
Lifeline Wall, RH
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 19. Lifeline S 4a **
 22. Fertile and Free VS 5a *
 23. Lewd and Rude HVS 5a *
 24. Raging Libido E2 5c *
 25. The Future is Now HVS 5a ***
 26. Choose Your Destiny VS 4c **

 27. Jaw Bone VS 4c *
 28. Pleasurable Orbs S 4a **
 29. Rolling Stones S 4a **
 30. Elgin’s Envy VS 4c *
 31. Rune-stone Cowboys VS 4c **  
 31a. Rune-stone Direct VS 4c *

 32. Lew’s Offwidth S 4a
 33. Lew’s Afterthought VS 4c
 34. No Food for Thought HVS 5a *
 35. Ledge Route S 4a *
 36. Lone Shark HVS 4c **
 37. Cruise Control VS 4c **

RUBHA SHEADAIR - Stone Wall & Shark Skin Wall
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Finrot   10m   HVS 5b
R.Strube, H.Cottam, 30 May 2002
Climb to an undercut block 4m left of the left-facing 
corner of Small Fish in a Big Pond, and finish directly.

Small Fish in a Big Pond   10m   E1 5c
K.Howett, T.Rankin, 20 May 2000
Climb the shallow clean-cut left-facing corner on the left 
side of the left wall. Thin near the top.

The Man Who Fell to Mirth   10m   E3 6a
H.Cottam, R.Strube, 30 May 2002
The cracked wall right of the corner of Small Fish in a 
Big Pond. Make hard tenuous moves up the thin cracks 
with hard-won protection to gain better holds above 
half-height. Finish up the slight left-facing groove. Some 
suspect holds.

Spherical Views   10m   E2 5c
T.Rankin, K.Howett, 20 May 2000
Climbs the bigger central crack-line up the wall. Continu-
ally steep but well protected.

Bowl of Contentment   10m   HVS 5a
T.Rankin, 20 May 2000
Climb the right-hand crack-line just right of Spherical 
Views, leading to jugs up the upper wall.

Flip to Freedom   10m   S
T.Rankin, 20 May 2000
The V-groove just to the right.

Lennies Route   10m   VD
G.Lennox, 20 May 2000
Climb the stepped overhanging arete that borders the 
corner splitting the two walls.

Bob   10m   D
T.Rankin, 20 May 2000
The big corner separating the two walls.

Fishfinger   10m   E1 5b
H.Cottam, R.Strube, 30 May 2002
At the right-hand side of the wall are twin cracks;  follow 
the left-hand crack.

Fillet   10m   VS 4b
R.Strube, H.Cottam, 30 May 2002
The right-hand crack near the right end of the wall.

 Wailing Wall 
(NL 635 909)   Tidal   W facing
This is the geo that lies at the furthest seaward end of 
the large platform below the Goldfish Bowl.

Great Whitey Wail   10m   HVS 5b
H.Cottam, R.Strube, 30 May 2002
Climb a direct line mid-way up the right-hand wall of 
the geo.

32  Lew’s Offwidth   25m   S 4a
L.Creamer, 27 May 2002
The big central, slightly off-width, diagonal crack.

33  Lew’s Afterthought   25m   VS 4c
L.Creamer, 27 May 2002
The thinner diagonal crack in the right side of the wall.

34  No Food for Thought   25m   HVS 5a *
K.Howett, A.Munro, N.A.Howett, 28 Jun 2013
The main right-bounding corner of Stone Wall; possible 
belay on the large mid-way ledge.

 Shark Skin Wall 
The most southerly wall. Gain it from the south by 
descending broken rocks to a large platform overlooking 
the wall. It is characterised by its lower third being 
sea-washed and covered in seaweed. 

Descent: Down a gully between the platform and the 
wall, to belay as low as possible, sea permitting.

35  Ledge Route   10m   S 4a *
T.Carruthers, S.Tyson, 7 Jun 2007
Gain a small ledge 2m up the wall. Take the short wall 
above to ledges.

36  Lone Shark   15m   HVS 5a **
T.Carruthers, S.Tyson, 7 Jun 2007
Gain the small ledge. Take a traverse line left for 2m to 
the base of twin diagonal cracks. Gritstone crack aficion-
ados will cruise to the top, others will struggle.

37  Cruise Control   20m   VS 4c **
K.Howett T.Carruthers, 7 Jun 2007
The natural traverse line across the whole wall. Start as 
for Lone Shark. Continue the traverse left across a blank 
section to gain another set of superb twin gritstone 
finishing cracks near the left arete.

 CNOC NÒIDEAMUIL 
(NL 633 913)
This is a small hill on the coast about halfway down the 
western seaboard, mid-way between the Rune Stones 
Cliff and The Galleries.

 The Goldfi sh Bowl 
(NL 635 910)   Non-tidal   SW facing   Map p271
This craglet lies in an bay just south of the Cnoc, with a 
large raised block platform. The wall lies at the back of 
the bay. It is split into two separate walls by a right- facing 
corner. The right-hand wall has a beautiful square rock 
pool below it and an elevated ledge running along its 
base. The left-hand wall is steeper and characterised by 
vertical cracks. The routes are described from left to right.

Descent: Easily down an eroded dyke line immediately 
north of the wall.

7  Delicate Brush Strokes   12m   E1 5c **
K.Howett, 18 May 2000
The steep wall right of the slim corner split by a very 
thin crack-line.

8  Small Arms   12m   VS 5a *
T.Carruthers, M.Howard, 15 Sep 2001
The small flake in the left side of a slight hanging scoop 
immediately right of the steep wall and the easier wall 
left of the upper roof.

9  Making a Statement   12m   HVS 5b *
K.Howett, 18 May 2000
The centre of the slight hanging scoop leading to the 
roof which is climbed direct.

10  Look From Within   12m   VS 4c
T.Rankin, 18 May 2000
The wall right of the scoop direct into the hanging 
corner bounding the right side of the roof.

11 Don’t See, Feel!   12m   HVS 5a
T.Rankin, K.Howett, 18 May 2000
The distinctive clean-cut left-facing corner and the steep 
wall, direct to the top.

 The Galleries 
(NL 637 907)    Partially Tidal   SW facing           
Map p271
These walls lie further down the west coast of the island 
parallel with Loch na Cuilce. Three clean walls are separ-
ated by projecting buttresses of overhanging rock. The 
walls, running from north to south, are: The Tate Gallery, 
The Burrell Gallery and The Louvre Gallery.

Descent: The Tate Gallery is easily walked into at any 
state of the tide by descending an easy-angled rock 
ramp from the north.

The Burrell is reached from The Tate Gallery. The ramp 
drops into a gulch, which is sea-washed at high tides, 
on the far side of which is a higher platform under a 
projecting buttress. Gain the platform up a short wall 
from the gulch where it continues to form a viewing 
platform for The Burrell Gallery which is undercut by 
a sea cave.

The Louvre Gallery is accessed from the south down an 
easy scramble to ledges just above high tide. Traversing 
the base the Louvre, and into its far side along broken 
ledges, requires low tides and calm seas.

 The Tate Gallery 
Diagrams p278 & p279
This is the shortest of the three walls, gaining in height 
as one approaches down the access ramp. The first part 
of the wall is too small and broken but, just beyond an 
undercut section, the wall becomes more continuous, 
and finishes at an obvious corner where the sea 
encroaches into the gulch. The routes are steep and the 
holds extremely sharp. Routes are described from left 
to right when walking down the ramp, beginning with 
a series of micro-routes (or highball boulder problems).

1  Smart Attack   8m   VD
N.A.Howett, R.K.Howett, 5 Jun 2007
A shallow left-facing groove bounding the left side.

2  Sketch Pad   8m   S 4a
T.Rankin, 18 May 2000
The wall at the extreme left end.

3  Cracked Canvas   8m   S 4a
K.Howett, 18 May 2000
The disjointed crack-line running the height of the cliff.

4  Unfinished Works   8m   S 4a
K.Howett, 18 May 2000
The thinner crack to the right which peters out at half-height.

5  Scribble   8m   HS 4b
K.Howett, 18 May 2000
The V-slot to the right and wall above.

6  Perspective   10m   VS 4b
T.Rankin, 18 May 2000
The small left-facing groove to the right.

Art Nouveau (E3) Ian Renshaw
(photo Gordon Lennox)


